
 

Checklist for a Successful Sexual Risk Avoidance Program 

 It is a privilege to be your guest speaker.  Classroom teachers are the established authority; therefore, their 

presence in the classroom is essential. 

 All representatives from Pure are volunteers and have a current background check on file. 

 This is a complimentary program, and no fees are required.  Each year we determine the per student rate and 

look for funding opportunities with individuals and organizations in the community. 

 This program is compliant with Indiana and Kentucky state standards for human sexuality and abuse prevention. 

 This program is a 5-day classroom curriculum which can be done in 5 consecutive days, a split week or varied 

schedules. 

 Check the school calendar for events such as fire drills, field trips, school pictures, honors programs, state testing 

or make-up testing, assemblies, etc. to ensure presentations are not interrupted.  This will maximize impact. 

 Because we acknowledge and respect the primacy of all parents in the education of their children, we have 

provided a sample of the Parent Opt-In Notification Letter which is compliant with Indiana state regulations.  

Parents should receive at least 2 notifications.  After the 2nd request, if the parent does not respond within 10 

days, the student may receive the education on Human Sexuality. 

 Once instructor is assigned and the date is secured, our staff will set up a time to deliver supplies to the 

classroom and ensure technology is available to run power points on Office 10.   

 Classroom teachers will administer electronically a pre-survey prior to the presentation and a post-survey after the 

presentation as well as complete an electronic evaluation on our volunteer instructor.  Our staff member will 

explain instructions on how to administer surveys. 

 Some teachers choose to grade students on participation, some give a quiz, some require an essay about what 

they learned, and some collect resource packets.  Inform students how they will be evaluated during the 

presentation.   

 Our organization may send other guests, who may assist in instruction or may be observing.   

 Contact a Pure representative as soon as you are aware of any schedule conflicts, cancellations, delays, etc. 

Delayed or cancelled days will be rescheduled.  Instructors and Classroom teachers can make that arrangement. 

 Complete the electronic request form to proceed.  This form will be sent at the beginning of each school year or 

upon request.   

 Please keep this for your reference. 

 

Shari McCutcheon, director@connect2pure.com, 502-523-0535, text 

Sandy Sorrells, development@connect2pure.com 

Amy Pickerill, scheduler@connect2pure.com, 812-989-0348, voicemail 

Kathy Shelburne, design@connect2pure.com 

www.connect2pure.com 

P.O. Box 2083, Clarksville, IN 47129-2083 
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